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Abstract. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) coupled with gas-phase hydrogen deute-
rium exchange (HDX)-mass spectrometry (MS) and molecular dynamic simulations
(MDS) has been used for structural investigation of anions produced by
electrospraying a sample containing a synthetic peptide having the sequence
KKDDDDDIIKIIK. In these experiments the potential of the analytical method for
locating charge sites on ions as well as for utilizing collision-induced dissociation
(CID) to reveal the degree of deuterium uptake within specific amino acid residues
has been assessed. For diffuse (i.e., more elongated) [M – 2H]2– ions, decreased
deuterium content along with MDS data suggest that the D4 and D6 residues are
charge sites, whereas for the more diffuse [M – 3H]3– ions, the data suggest that the

D4, D7, and the C-terminus are deprotonated. Fragmentation of mobility-selected, diffuse [M – 2H]2– ions to
determine deuterium uptake at individual amino acid residues reveals a degree of deuterium retention at
incorporation sites. Although the diffuse [M – 3H]3– ions may show more HD scrambling, it is not possible to
clearly distinguish HD scrambling from the expected deuterium uptake based on a hydrogen accessibility model.
The capability of the IMS-HDX-MS/MS approach to provide relevant details about ion structure is discussed.
Additionally, the ability to extend the approach for locating protonation sites on positively-charged ions is
presented.
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Introduction

The first experiments that combined gas-phase hydrogen
deuterium exchange (HDX) and mass spectrometry (MS)

as a structural probe for biomolecular ions were conducted
more than 20 years ago [1–4]. Shortly thereafter, ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) was combined with HDX-MS to study the
reactivities of ions of select mobilities [5, 6]. These studies
revealed the maximum HDX levels and rates of exchange for
protein and peptide ions and even determined the HDX reac-
tivities of some ions at elevated temperatures [7]. Additionally,
it was demonstrated that IMS-HDX-MS data could be used

with molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) to provide addi-
tional conformational information in the form of hydrogen
accessibility [6, 7].

Despite these early demonstrations, IMS-HDX-MS studies
were not pursued to a significant degree for nearly 10 years [8].
This may be attributed to several factors. First, the limitations
of MDS to obtain reliable structures for large, gas-phase ions
hindered the ability to test the various hydrogen accessibility
models. Relatedly, the models utilized several speculative as-
sumptions such as charge site locations as well as threshold
distances between accessible hydrogens to charge sites to ob-
tain qualitative matches to HDX levels. Therefore, effectively
testing such assumptions requires access to accurate structures
obtained from MDS. Finally, at the time, site-specific deuteri-
um uptake information to aid model development could not be
obtained because of problems associated with hydrogen-
deuterium (HD) scrambling during the ion fragmentation
process [9, 10].
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The nonergodic ion fragmentation techniques of electron
capture dissociation (ECD) [11] and electron transfer dissoci-
ation (ETD) [12] showed utility early on as a means to locate
the sites of deuterium incorporation [13, 14]. Shortly thereafter,
HDX-ETD-MS characterization was coupled with ion mobility
separations using a traveling wave ion guide (TWIG) instru-
ment [15]. Indeed, using this approach, researchers reported the
deuterium uptake for specific ion conformers that were repre-
sentative of solution conformers for ubiquitin ions. More re-
cently, Rand and coworkers developed a rapid method for gas-
phase HDX enabling the analysis of proteins and peptides
distinguished by condensed-phase separations [16].

Recently, we reported the combination of a constant-field
drift tube with a linear ion trap to perform IMS-HDX-MS/MS
experiments [17, 18]. In these studies, dual ion gating allowed
the probing of site-specific deuterium uptake for select ion
conformations. That is, the gating of mobility-selected ions is
conducted prior to their fragmentation (ETD), which is per-
formed in a linear ion trap mass spectrometer. The HDX data
was used to develop a model that employed site-specific deu-
terium uptake data to confirm mobility-matched ion structures
obtained from molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) [17].
Later, site-specific HDX kinetics information was used to
improve the overall efficiency of the model [18]. Notably, other
important studies have used the deuterium uptake kinetics data
for mechanistic studies of ion fragmentation [19]. One limita-
tion of these experiments is that linear ion traps employing
ETD are largely configured to only allow the fragmentation of
positively-charged ions. This complicates studies seeking to
determine the accessibility of hydrogens on protein ions for
many species. For example, a significant number of proteins
contain a disproportionately larger number of acidic residues
than basic residues.

One consideration in the study of negatively-charged pep-
tide and protein ions is whether or not collisional activation can
be used more effectively (compared with positive ion studies)
to ascertain the location of deuterium uptake in IMS-HDX-MS/
MS experiments. As part of this consideration it is necessary to
briefly review the mechanism of HD scrambling, which can be
described by the Bmobile proton^ model of peptide ion disso-
ciation [20–23]. For positively charged ions, collisional activa-
tion leads to intramolecular proton transfer where the locations
of protons dictate the types of fragment ions produced. This
phenomenon can describe HD scrambling because deuterons
can bemobilized as well as protons leading to a shuffling of the
deuterium:hydrogen content of specific amino acid residues.
The extent of HD scrambling depends not only upon the
effective temperature of the ions but also the differences in
energy levels of different charge configurations [24]. The same
proton mobilization process is required for peptide anion frag-
mentation [25]. One difference between positive-ion and
negative-ion analysis is the source of protons. For the latter
ions, these are fewer in number. Additionally, the carboxylic
acid side chains result in what has been termed a Blocally^
mobile proton because of the limited fragment ions formed
upon its movement [26]. The consideration of such differences

between positively charged and negatively charged ions served
as a motivation for the study presented here. Finally, it is noted
that some have argued that collision-induced dissociation
(CID) should not be used in HDX structural studies because
of the potential for HD scrambling [10, 27], while others have
suggested some utility for HDX-MS/MS studies [1, 28]. Here
we extend the latter consideration by presenting an initial
approach that determines the accessibility of hydrogens on
model structures obtained from molecular dynamics simula-
tions (MDS).

The experiments described below evaluate the utility of
IMS-HDX-MS/MS for the elucidation of structural details for
negatively charged peptide ions. Despite the possibility of
partial scrambling observed for the peptide ions, site-specific
deuterium uptake information can be retained. This uptake
information can be used to elucidate structural details such as
the location of deprotonation sites as well as the relative acces-
sibilities of hydrogens to those charge sites on the peptide ion
structures. Notably, this study extends from previous negative-
ion experiments revealing effects of the protein fold as well as
charge location on hydrogen site accessibility [29]. This work
also lays the foundation for the research described in the
accompanying manuscript where limited HD scrambling asso-
ciated with anions is considered as a potentially enabling
phenomenon in the study of protein complex structures.

Experimental
Sample Preparation

The model peptides KKDDDDDIIKIIK and Ace-
PAAAAKAAAAKAAAAKAAAAK (Genscript Corp.,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) were purchased (each >90% purity)
and used without further purification. Ultra-pure
(chromatography-grade) deionized water, acetonitrile, ammo-
nium hydroxide, and glacial acetic acid (Fisher Scientific, Fair
Lawn, NJ, USA) were used to generate stock and ESI solutions
of the peptide. The stock solutions consisted of 1.0 mg of
peptide in 1.0 mL of ultra-pure water. These solutions were
capped in glass vials and subsequently maintained in a refrig-
erator (4°C). Sample solutions (0.1 mg·mL–1) for ESI were
prepared fresh immediately prior to analysis by diluting 0.1 mL
of stock solution with the addition of 0.4 mL of ammonium
hydroxide (10–2 M) and 0.5 mL of acetonitrile. For the limited
positive-ion experiments, for the KKDDDDDIIKIIK peptide,
0.49 mL of stock solution was combined with 0.5 mL of
acetonitrile and 0.01 mL of glacial acetic acid. This peptide
was selected for these studies because of the potential to study
the role of charge inversion (with respect to primary sequence)
on the ability to locate deuterium uptake; the generally accept-
ed Brelay^ mechanism [30, 31] suggests that deuterium incor-
poration should occur on sites that are accessible to charge sites
[6, 7]. For the Ace-PAAAAKAAAAKAAAAKAAAAK solu-
tions, 0.01 mL of glacial acetic acid was added to 0.99 mL of
stock solution. ESI solutions were infused (300 nL·min–1)
through a pulled-tip capillary (50 μm i.d.) and a bias of –
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2200 V relative to the instrument entrance orifice was applied
to the solution. A bias of +2200 V as used for positive-ion
studies. As with the first peptide, this peptide offers the oppor-
tunity to study deuterium incorporation as it relates to charge
site location.

Ion Mobility Measurements

The history of IMS instrumentation development and IMS
applications is well documented in the literature [32–39]. The
hybrid instrument combining a constant-field drift tube with a
linear ion trap mass spectrometer has also been described
previously [17, 18, 29]. A brief description of the instrument,
data collection, and analysis are presented here.

Electrosprayed peptide ions were trapped in an ion funnel
trap [40, 41] that is housed in a differentially-pumped
desolvation chamber and periodically (typically 50 Hz) pulsed
into the drift tube. The drift tube was filled with He buffer gas
(300 K) and the stacked-ring lenses supported an electric field
of ~10 V·cm–1. Ions then separated in the 1-m-long drift tube
according to differences in their mobilities through the buffer
gas. The second ion gate was activated at specific time delays
in order to select ions of specific mobilities for transmission
into the linear ion trap (LTQ Velos; ThermoScientific, San
Jose, CA, USA) for mass analysis. Delay times between these
two gates (front and back of the drift tube) were scanned to
generate mobility-resolved MS datasets.

Mass Spectrometry Measurements
and the Generation of IMS-MS Datasets

Total ion mass spectra were generated by setting the ion trap-
ping gate and the mobility selection gate to transmit all ions
into the mass analyzer. The linear ion trap scan parameters
included am/z range of 80 to 2000 as well as an automatic gain
control (AGC) threshold setting of 1 × 106. For these analyses,
sample injection times of 200 ms (five microscans) were uti-
lized. During drift time (tD) selections, the ion gates in the drift
tube were activated as mentioned above. Data acquisition was
achieved by collecting a single mass spectrum (0.5 min) for
each tD selection setting. During ion gating, the AGC was
disabled and a sample injection time of 200 ms (five
microscans) was also employed. Two-dimensional IMS-MS
datasets were generated as described previously [17]. Briefly,
an algorithm developed in-house associated each tD selection
time with its resultant mass spectrum to create a three-column
array file with tD, m/z, and intensity (i) information. From this
text file, extracted ion drift time distributions (XIDTDs) [42]
and extracted mass spectra could be obtained using user-
defined thresholds as described previously [17, 18, 29].

HDX Measurements

Determining the amount of deuterium incorporated into specif-
ic peptide ion conformer types using the IMS-MS instrument
here has been described in detail previously [17, 18, 29]. Only a
brief description is provided here. To accomplish gas-phase

HDX, D2O (>99%; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was
added to the He buffer gas in the drift tube using a separate leak
valve (Granville Philips, Longmont, CO, USA) and monitored
using a capacitance manometer (Baratron; MKS, Andover,
MA, USA). For these experiments, the He and D2O pressures
were typically set at ~2.50 and ~0.04 Torr, respectively; tD
distributions were first recorded in pure He to allow the deter-
mination of accurate collision cross sections from XIDTDs.
The number of deuteriums incorporated into specific ion con-
former types were determined by subtracting average m/z
values of ions passing through the pure He buffer gas from
those obtained after passing through a He:D2O mixture in the
drift tube.

The partial pressure of D2O is lower than that used in
previous experiments for which maximum HDX levels were
reported for peptide anions [29]. In previous studies, kinetics
analyses have shown that fast- and slow-exchanging hydrogens
are observed for most ions [18]. Previously, it has been sug-
gested that hydrogens located closer to charge sites may com-
prise the fast-exchanging cohort [6, 7, 29]. To ascertain the
relative accessibilities of hydrogens on computer-generated
trial structures, a kinetics model is used to represent the fast-
exchanging hydrogens (see below). To ensure that the results
are not influenced by the more slowly exchanging hydrogens
required the use of a lower partial pressure of D2O.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations (MDS)

MDS experiments required the creation of the [M – 3H]3– and
[M – 2H]2–KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. The charge sites for these
ions were selected considering ion collision cross sections
obtained for MDS structures, gas-phase acidities and Coulomb
energies, and deuterium uptake and MS/MS data as described
here and in the Results and Discussion section. For [M – 3H]3–

peptide ions, the ε-oxygens on residues D4 and D7, and the C-
terminus were deprotonated, whereas for [M – 2H]2- ions, the
ε-oxygens on residues D4 and D6were deprotonated. Alternate
charge site configurations were also tested for both doubly- and
triply-charged KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions; however, these struc-
tures typically exhibited collision cross sections that were 20%
to 30% larger than experimentally determined values.

Some amino acid residues (neutral K and D residues as well
as neutral N- and C-termini) were not predefined in the AM-
BER force field. For appropriate force field calculations for
these residues within the KKDDDDDIIKIIK molecule, two
initial, hypothetical structures were utilized. The first structure
represented an alpha helix where the φ and ψ bond angles were
set to the respective values of –48 and –57. The second struc-
ture was an extended conformer where φ and ψ angles of 135
and –140, respectively, were used. Each initial structure was
optimized at a quantum chemical level of HF/6–31G(d) and
used for calculating molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)
values and charge fitting performed with the R.E.D. Server
[43–48]. To generate the initial structures for MDS, the AM-
BER force field FF12SB was employed. The method utilized
for simulated annealing was similar to that described
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previously to generate 1000 candidate structures [49, 50]. The
collision cross sections of the 1000 conformers were calculated
using the Mobcal [51] software employing the trajectory meth-
od (TM) [52]. The potential energies of the 1000 ion con-
formers obtained from the simulated annealing runs were plot-
ted as a function of collision cross section for each peptide ion.
Matching (<2% difference in collision cross section) low-
energy ion structures were selected for comparisons to
experimental data.

Hydrogen Accessibility Scoring

Deuterium uptake predictions were performed for the
KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions using a modified hydrogen accessi-
bility scoringmodel that has been described in detail previously
[17, 18]. In the previous model, the distances between charge
sites and heteroatom exchange sites were determined using
nominal ion structures obtained from MDS. These exchange
sites were then scored based on a summation of the inverse
distances to charge sites. Next, the summation of the hydrogen
scores for given amino acid residues yielded a residue score.
The residue scores were then normalized such that their sum
was equal to the experimental deuterium uptake values for the
different ion conformers.

For the experiments reported here, these hydrogen accessi-
bility scores served as scaling factors for an Beffective^ ion-
neutral collision model that simulates HDX according to pseu-
do first order kinetics [18]. As described previously, the ratio of
the total number of collisions to the number of effective colli-
sions (resulting in incorporation of deuterium) was estimated
based on experimental measurements of ion conformer uptake
at low D2O partial pressures. The hydrogen accessibility scores
were then used to scale this ratio for individual amino acid
residues. Next, using these scaled ratios, a Monte Carlo simu-
lation imposing pseudo first order kinetics for exchange was
performed in which the amount of deuterium incorporated for
each residue was calculated for a population of ions [18].
Average theoretical uptake values were then compared with
the experimentally determined values for each residue to pro-
vide an indication of the suitability of the ion structure obtained
from MDS.

Results and Discussion
Peptide Ion Collision Cross Sections

Collision cross sections for the dominant features in the tD
separation have been determined for all ions of the two samples
using the expression [53]:

Ω ¼ 18πð Þ1=2
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In Equation 1, ze and kB correspond to the charge of the ion
and Boltzmann’s constant, respectively. The variables mI and

mB correspond to the mass of the ion and the mass of the buffer
gas, respectively. E, L, T, and P correspond to the electric field,
length of the drift tube, and the temperature and pressure of the
buffer gas, respectively. N represents the neutral number den-
sity at standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions.

Supplementary Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional raised-
relief plot of electrosprayed KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. The most
intense features in this dataset are [M – 2H]2– ions. These ions
are categorized as two conformer types having tD values of
7.8 ms (Ω = 279 ± 2Å2) and 9.1ms (Ω = 315 ± 2Å2). Themore
intense (and more diffuse) conformer has an unresolved shoul-
der at a tD of 8.8 ms. Two dataset features not visible in
Supplementary Figure 1 correspond to very low intensity
[M – 3H]3– ions. From an XIDTD, the triply-charged ions are
shown to exhibit a dominant, diffuse conformer type (Ω = 362
± 2 Å2) and a less abundant more compact conformer type
(Ω = 340 ± 2 Å2) as well as several more diffuse ions of
considerably lower abundance. Supplementary Figure 1 also
shows the presence of several multimeric species. Because
these ions have the same tD values, it is not possible to deter-
mine whether or not such species are produced by dissociation
of higher-order multimers. In support of this argument is the
fact that calculated cross sections for these ions are significant-
ly larger than those determined for many other multimeric
peptide ions [54]. Additionally, such multimeric species have
been observed previously using this hybrid instrument [29].
Because of this uncertainty, these species are not discussed
further.

CID of the Dominant KKDDDDDIIKIIK Ion
Conformers and Per-Residue Deuterium Uptake

Supplementary Figure 2 shows the mass spectrum obtained
upon CID of the more diffuse [M – 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK
ions. Previous studies have shown that CID of deprotonated
peptide ions results in a variety of fragment ions including
water loss species as well as internal fragments [55, 56].
Because of this property of anions as well as the loss of ion
signal due to mobility selection, the acquisition of the data for
the CID mass spectrum requires a significant time. Indeed, the
data represented by the mass spectrum shown in Supplemen-
tary Figure 2 was collected for 1 h. Among the many different
fragment ions produced by CID, a number of ions from which
deuterium uptake calculations can be pursued (labeled in Sup-
plementary Figure 2). From this analysis, no ion can be availed
to determine the deuterium uptake at the K1 residue. The first
ion used is the c2 ion, so here the term BK1 + K2^ is used to
represent the first two residues of the KKDDDDDIIKIIK
peptide.

As mentioned above, collisional activation of precursor ions
can cause extensive HD scrambling. One previous study re-
vealed that the use of high-energy CID resulted in near com-
plete HD scrambling for backbone amide sites on deprotonated
peptides [10]. It is difficult to directly compare the results
presented here to the former studies because instrumental pa-
rameters are suggested to affect the degree of HD scrambling.
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For example, although collision energies must be sufficient to
allow for HD scrambling, lower collision energies employed
for longer times can lead to significant HD scrambling. There-
fore, a note of caution is necessary in that the differences in the
results described here can in part result from different instru-
ment parameters.

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical
(representing 100% HD scrambling) deuterium content per
residue in [M – 2H]2– and [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK
ions is shown in Supplementary Figure 3. Here the per-reside
values associated with complete HD scrambling are comput-
ed based on the apportioning of the total deuterium content
(15.1 and 16 for the doubly and triply charged ions, respec-
tively) according to the fractional number of exchangeable
sites on given residues. For the more diffuse [M – 2H]2– ions,
a statistically significant difference in deuterium content is
observed for residues K1 + K2, D3, D4, D5, D6, and D7.
Indeed, only the I8 residue exhibits the same deuterium
content value as that expected for complete HD scrambling.
Supplementary Figure 3 also shows the comparison that is
obtained for [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. Here res-
idues D3, D4, and to a lesser extent D6 show a disparity
when compared with 100% HD scrambling, whereas data for
the residues K1 + K2 and D5 are consistent with complete
scrambling. That said, the deuterium content values of these
residues are also consistent with those obtained from a hy-
drogen accessibility model indicating the expected gas-phase
deuterium uptake for a representative ion conformer type
(see discussion below). Having noted the inability to
completely eliminate HD scrambling for the [M – 2H]2–

and [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions it is necessary to
consider the origin of the disparity in deuterium content and
that expected for 100% HD scrambling. Notably, the anion
CID mechanism [57] and HD scrambling [10] studies for
deprotonated peptides suggest that extensive scrambling
along the peptide backbone could occur for the
KKDDDDDIIKIIK peptide ions. Furthermore, recent IMS-
HDX-MS/MS studies show extensive side-chain deuterium
uptake relative to backbone deuterium incorporation [17, 18].
The question that arises is whether a property (or properties)
of anions could explain the disparity in Supplementary
Figure 3. Consider the differences in the numbers and origin
of mobile protons for anions and cations. Considerably fewer
protons are available for the latter compared with the former.
Additionally, the source of protons from carboxylic acid side
chains have been described as being Blocally^ mobile
[26, 58]. Taken together, these aspects could account for an
overall decrease in proton mobilization leading to a degree of
deuterium retention at the incorporation site. That said, such
an interpretation should be treated cautiously as instrument
parameters have been shown to affect the degree of isotopic
scrambling in positively charged ions. As an example, sepa-
rate experiments have been performed for [M + 3H]3+ ions in
which different collisional activation times show differing
amounts of HD scrambling via ETD dissociation as shown
in Supplementary Figure 4.

Deprotonation Sites on the [M – 2H]2– and
[M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK peptide ions

For accurate MDS results, it is necessary to know the location
of the deprotonation sites. For the KKDDDDDIIKIIK peptide,
there are six possible residues that can represent these sites
corresponding to 15 and 20 (for [M – 2H]2– and [M – 3H]3–

KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions, respectively) possible arrangements
of charges. It may be argued that for MDS simulations, one
should consider the apparent gas-phase acidities of different
residues [59, 60]; however, estimating apparent gas-phase
acidities requires a knowledge of the distance between charge
sites [59], which requires candidate structures fromMDS. Even
knowing the distance between potential charge sites may not be
sufficient to accurately estimate correct locations as the most
stable ion structure can dictate unique charge arrangements
[61].

Here we propose the use of HDX-MS/MS data to find
the most likely deprotonation sites for the [M – 2H]2– and
[M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. Supplementary Figure 3
shows the per-residue deuterium content after ion fragmenta-
tion of the diffuse [M – 2H]2– ions. It can be argued that D
residues with a deuterium content greater than 1 should not be
assigned as charge sites because they contain more than one
exchangeable hydrogen. This leaves three possible charge site
locations (residues D4 and D6 and the C-terminus) as well as
three different charge site configurations. All three configura-
tions were analyzed by MDS and the charge arrangements,
which included the C-terminus yielded structures that were
20% larger (collision cross sections) than the experimental
values. Therefore, the D4 and D6 residues were assigned as
the deprotonation sites for the [M – 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK
ions. Estimating the deprotonation sites for the [M – 3H]3–

KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions using the same approach is straight-
forward. Only the D4 residue exhibits a deuterium content that
is less than 1 (Supplementary Figure 3); therefore, a plausible
charge site arrangement consists of residues D4 and D7 and the
C-terminus. As with the doubly charged ions, other charge
configurations were also modeled and found to lead to struc-
tures with generally larger collision cross sections than ob-
served experimentally.

Hydrogen Accessibility Scoring
of KKDDDDDIIKIIK Ions and Expected Deuterium
Uptake Values

A question arising from the HDX measurements is whether or
not the results for the more diffuse [M – 2H]2– and [M – 3H]3–

KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions allow the elucidation of structural
information. To accomplish this, the deuterium content values
can be compared with expected values obtained from a hydro-
gen scoring model that is applied to nominal ion structures
obtained fromMDS [17, 18]. Figure 1 shows two ion structures
for the diffuse [M – 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions having
collision cross sections that match the experimentally deter-
mined value. The first ion structure contains deprotonated D4
and D6 residues, whereas the second ion structure contains a
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deprotonated D3 residue and the C-terminus. A description of
the various interactions within the two structures is provided
here. For the ion structure with the charge site assignment
based on the MS/MS data (Figure 1a), the oxygens on the
negatively charged D4 residue are observed to interact with
hydrogens on the side chains of the D3 and D5 residues. The
deprotonated side chain of the D6 residue is observed to be
charge solvated by the I9-K13 peptide backbone. The second
ion structure (Figure 1b) exhibits less extensive backbone
amide solvation at the C-terminal end. For this structure, the
oxygens of the D3 residue interact with the side chain hydrogen
of the D5 residue and the backbone amide of the D6 residue.
The oxygens on the deprotonated C-terminus interact with the
hydrogen on the D6 side chain and the K10 backbone amide.
Alternate orientations of these ion structures showing the
charge solvation can be found in the Supplementary
Information.

The structures obtained from MDS can be used to test the
charge site configurations intimated by the MS/MS data.
Figure 2 compares the experimentally determined uptake
values with theoretical uptake values for individual residues
computed using the two [M – 2H]2– ion structures (Figure 1)
from MDS and the hydrogen accessibility model. For the ion
structure for which the charge site placement suggested by the
MS/MS data was utilized, there is generally better agreement
with the experiment. For example, the D3, D6, and I8 residues
all show a dramatic improvement in the comparison of theory
and experiment for this ion structure (Figure 1a). For all other
residues, there is no significant difference in predictive capa-
bilities between the two structures.

Having noted the superior match with the [M – 2H]2– ion
structure shown in Figure 1a, it is instructive to evaluate some
of the differences observed between the experimental and the-
oretical deuterium uptake values (Figure 2a). To consider the
effect of complete backbone scrambling, consider the residues

with only one exchangeable hydrogen [residues D4 andD6
(charge sites) and I8]. All of these residues have a hydrogen
accessibility score that is greater than the average deuterium
content. It appears that HD scrambling along the backbonemay
result in a decrease in deuterium content for all three of these
residues. That is, even though these sites are highly accessible
to charge sites, HD scrambling results in the movement of
incorporated deuteriums to other regions of the peptide.

Å2 Å2(b)(a)

C-terminus

N-terminus

N-terminus

D5

D4

Figure 1. Nominal [M – 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ion structures obtained from MDS for two different charge site configurations. Both
structures exhibit matching collision cross section with the more diffuse (Ω = 315 Å2) [M – 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. Panel (a)
shows a resultant low-energy structure fromMDS inwhich the D4 andD6 residues serve as deprotonation sites, whereas in panel (b)
a structure with deprotonated D3 andC-terminus sites is shown. C- and N-termini are labeled aswell as select D residues to provide
ion structure orientation

Figure 2. Bar graphs comparing predicted (red) and experi-
mental (blue) per-residue deuterium uptake values for diffuse [M
– 2H]2– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. The theoretical uptake values in
each panel are calculated using the structures from MDS
exhibiting different charge site arrangements (Figure 1). Panel
(a) shows the comparison for the ion structure in which the
deprotonation sites are selected as the D4 and D6 residues.
Panel (b) shows the comparison for the ion structure for which
the D3 and C-terminus are used as charge sites. Error bars
represent one standard deviation about the mean determined
from three measurements
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Having shown the improved agreement (hydrogen accessi-
bility and deuterium content) for the [M – 2H]2– ion structure
with the charge locations intimated by the MS/MS data, it is
useful to consider the structural information afforded by the
per-residue analysis. The D5 residue shows the highest deute-
rium content value per exchange site (1.7/2) in Figure 2a. Such
extensive deuterium content can be ascribed to the location of
the D5 residue. That is, the D4 and D6 flanking residues are
considered to be charge sites. Therefore, the D5 hydrogens
would be more accessible to complex formation involving the
charge sites that would be required for exchange via the relay
mechanism [30, 31]. Indeed the hydrogen accessibility model
also suggests that a higher deuterium content value should be
obtained for the D5 residue. Although residues K1 +K2 show a
relatively large deuterium content, the ratio of deuterium per
exchange site (3/7) is relatively low (Figure 2a). Low deuteri-
um uptake for these residues shows decreased accessibility to
the more distal charge sites. Again, this is reflected in the
hydrogen accessibility score (3.2). In a separate example, the
D3 and D7 residues show about the same deuterium uptake
values, which is reflective of their being similarly positioned to
single charge sites (the D4 and D6 residues, respectively). The
relative deuterium uptake values for the D3 and D7 residues are
also accurately captured in the hydrogen accessibility model,
even showing a slight increase from the former to the latter
residue as determined experimentally (Figure 2a).

Figure 3 shows the two ion structures for the diffuse
[M – 3H]3–KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions having matching collision
cross sections. The charge site locations for the first and second
ion structures are the D4 and D7 residues and the C-terminus
and the D3, D5, and D7 residues, respectively. Although these
ion structures provide similar collision cross sections, a notable
difference is observed. For the first structure with charge

placements based on the MS/MS data, the D4 and D7 residues
are charge solvated by neighboring D residues as well as the N-
terminus. The C-terminus charge protrudes away from the ion.
For the second structure, the D5 and D7 residues show a
significantly increased degree of charge solvation by the C-
terminal residues. Alternate orientations of these ion structures
showing the charge solvation can be found in the Supplemen-
tary Information.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the hydrogen accessibil-
ity scores with the experimental deuterium uptake values for
the two [M – 3H]3–KKDDDDDIIKIIK ion structures obtained
from MDS. As with the [M – 2H]2– ions, the agreement
between experiment and theory is improved for the structure
(Figure 3a) for which the charge site location is based upon the
MS/MS data (see above). This improvement is observed in the
comparison of the D3, D4, and D5 residues. Indeed, only a
slight decrease in predictive capability is observed for the K1 +
K2 region. Interestingly, the location of the charge site at the
D4 residue does not appear to impart an enhancement in the
deuterium uptake at neighboring D residues, with the exception
perhaps of the D3 residue. For additional comparisons of
structures with alternative charge placement see Supplementa-
ry Figures 5 and 6. Therefore, although we cannot rule out the
possibility that some ions may contain alternate charge sites,
the HDX andMDS data are consistent with the charge sites that
have been selected.

Extension of Charge Site Localization
to Positively-Charged Ions

Although this proof-of-concept study shows an advantage for
IMS-HDX-MS/MS in determining the locations of charges for
negatively charged peptide ions, it is desirable to test the

Å2Å2 (b)(a)

N-terminus

C-terminus N-terminus

D3

D6

Figure 3. Nominal [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ion structures obtained from MDS for two different charge site configurations. Both
structures exhibit matching collision cross section with the more diffuse (Ω = 362 Å2) [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. Panel (a)
shows a resultant low-energy structure fromMDS inwhich the D4 and D7 residues and the C-terminus serve as deprotonation sites,
whereas in panel (b) a structure with deprotonated D3, D5, andD7 residues is shown. C- andN-termini are labeled aswell as select D
residues to provide ion structure orientation
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applicability to other types of ions. Here we compare results for
positively charged peptide ions. Prior IMS-HDX-MS/MS
(via ETD) studies of [M + 3H]3+ KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions have
provided candidate structures from MDS, which show good
agreement between experimental and theoretical deuterium
uptake values [17]. For the matching ion structure, the K1,

K10, and K13 residues are protonated. Figure 5a shows that the
good agreement between the hydrogen accessibility method
[17] and the experimental deuterium uptake. Indeed, the theory
captures the relative changes in deuterium uptake between
residues remarkably well with the exception of the K10 and
I12 residues. For a separate ion structure of matching collision
cross section having protonation sites of K1, K2, and K10, the
agreement is markedly decreased (Figure 5b). Indeed the only
residues that do show agreement between the experiment and
the theory are the D7, I8, and I11 residues.

To further demonstrate the utility of the IMS-HDX-MS/MS in
assigning charge sites in positive ion mode, separate experiments
were performed for peptide ions formed by electrospraying the
Ace-PAAAAKAAAAKAAAAKAAAAK peptide. As with the
positively charged KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions, the MS/MS analysis
is performed by ETD in order to preserve the location of the
deuterium label. After HDX, the more compact (Ω = 417 Å2)
[M+3H]3+Ace-PAAAAKAAAAKAAAAKAAAAK ionswere
mobility selected and subjected to ETD. The per-residue deuteri-
um content for the compact conformer is shown in Figure 6.

Selecting three charge locations from four available sites
results in four possible charge site configurations. The obser-
vation of the c6 and z1 ions in the ETD spectra suggests that the
K6 and K21 residues are protonation sites. The question that
arises is whether the K11 or the K16 residue is the remaining
protonation site. The potential charge arrangements (residues
K6, K11, K21, and K6, K16, K21) were used in MDS.
Figure 6a shows the predicted deuterium uptake pattern for
the mobility-matched structure using residues K6, K11, and
K21 as protonation sites. A comparison with experimental
deuterium uptake values shows good agreement with data for
this charge site assignment with the exception of residues A17,

Figure 4. Bar graphs comparing predicted (red) and experi-
mental (blue) per-residue deuterium uptake values for diffuse [M
– 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. The theoretical uptake values in
each panel are calculated using the structures from MDS
exhibiting different charge site arrangements (Figure 3). Panel
(a) shows the comparison for the ion structure in which the
deprotonation sites are selected as the D4 and D7 residues as
well as the C-terminus. Panel (b) shows the comparison for the
ion structure for which the D3, D5, and D7 residues are used as
charge sites. Error bars represent one standard deviation about
the mean determined from three measurements

Figure 5. Bar graphs comparing predicted (red) and experimental (blue) per-residue deuterium uptake for the more diffuse [M + 3H]3+

KKDDDDDIIKIIK ions. The charge site arrangement shown in panel (a) is the K1, K10, and K13 residues. For panel (b) the charge site
arrangement is the K1, K2, and K13 residues. Error bars represent one standard deviation about the mean determined from three
measurements. The experimental data are from reference [17]
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A18, and A20. For residues K6, K11, and K16, a smaller
deviation is observed (<0.3). Figure 6b compares the predicted
deuterium uptake pattern for the mobility-matched structure
with the K6, K16, and K21 residue charge site arrangement
with the experimental values. Residues K11, K16, and K21
exhibit a significant deviation (>0.7) from the experimental
deuterium uptake values. Therefore, these data suggest that
the appropriate charge site assignment is residues K6, K11,
and K16.

Conclusions
The deuterium uptake levels have been recorded for select ion
conformations of negatively charged peptide ions. CID of
[M – 2H]2– and [M – 3H]3– KKDDDDDIIKIIK peptide ions
suggests only a limited degree of HD scrambling; label reten-
tion is observed for some amino acid residues that appear to be
sites of incorporation. Although the utility of solution HDX
with MS/MS for peptide anions has been called into question
[10], the work here presents a novel experimental utility. One
example is the ability to use the partial retention information
with the IMS measurements to support candidate ion confor-
mations obtained from MDS. Another advantage of the partial
label retention demonstrated here is the ability to locate charge
sites based on comparisons of per-residue deuterium incorpo-
ration. These charge site determinations aid the production of
candidate ion structures from MDS, which are necessary to
obtain useful structural information from IMS-HDX data in the
form of hydrogen site accessibility. Although several draw-
backs exist for these negative ion analyses including the

potential for HD scrambling and the production of more com-
plicated ion fragmentation spectra, these proof-of-concept ex-
periments show that the mapping of charge sites and exchange
sites with CID is possible to some degree for negatively
charged ions. Additionally, the approach can be extended to
positively charged peptide ions to confirm the locations of
assigned protonation sites for MDS.
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